Core Publisher has a new set of features for managing events called Community Calendar. It includes an easy-to-use workflow for stations and a responsive design for audience members.

Community Calendar is integrated into Core Publisher, so stations get consistent branding and navigation across their site — and more content is on one platform, so stations get better SEO and easier-to-monitor analytics.

Find events by keyword, category, or date.

Feature important events at the top of the listings page.

Anyone can submit an event that stations can edit and publish.

Handle both one-time and recurring events

Associate each event with up to three categories

Include underwriting messages on listings and detail pages.

Find by keyword  Find By Category  Find By Date  Submit An Event

FEATURED EVENTS

**An Evening of Storytelling with Garrison Keillor**

**APR 28**

📍 Macomb Center for the Performing Arts, Clinton Township

🕒 7:30 PM - 9:30 PM

Category: Theater & Dance: All, Comedy - Improv/Stand-up

**BATS: Superheroes of the Night Exhibit**

**SEP 26 - JUN 19**

📍 Cranbrook Institute of Science, Bloomfield Hills

_repeat weekly

Category: Museum Exhibits, Workshops, Nature Events